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Outcast of the ancient world

Matthew Tree

Trained in the US, Japan India and China, American-bom Peter Sellars has been directing playsand
operas in both smalI venues and large around the world for the last twenty years, with prodigious
brilliance. Now, from the 15th through to the 19th of June, he is bringing his version of Euripides's little
known play The Children of Herakles to Barcelona's Teatre Lliure. Based on the story of a grandmother
and her fatherless grandchildren who flee a murderous local tyrant only to find themselves spurned at
each of their subsequent ports of calI, the play promises to be a refreshingly undogmatic look at the
plight of the world's refugees and immigrants. Undogmatic and also decidedly unfrivolous, because
when it comes to his own work, Sellars abhors avacuum: "Over the last 15 or 20 years", he said recently
to this newspaper, "the avant-garde has confused content with form, with show, resulting in
performances empty of meaning". Sellars, by contrast, sees the theatre as one of the last places in
which free and serious debate is possible: a safe haven from the society of the spectacle.

Indeed The Children of Herakles starts, quite literally, with a debate: before each performance, a
moderator hosts a short discussion wich refugees or immigrants who live in the area where the play is
being performed. Then, to drive home the point Ihat the whole thing is about real people living a real
dilemma, the actors playing Heraldes's children are themselves also local immigrants and refugees. As
they travel, silent and unwanted, across a bare stage, they are reenacting their own personal crisis
before the eyes of a mostly westem audience, comfortably ensconced in its own well-heeled culture, an
audience that is all but incapable of imagining what the immigrants who live in their midst -riddled with
doubt, uprooted, blinded to the future by unforeseen circumstances- must be going through.

Thus a number of issues are raised which usually remain dormant in debates conceming refugees and
immigrants. It seems to be taken for granted, for example, that such people, in order for the countries in
which they have arrived to deign totolerate them, must adopt an entirely passive role. Yet in The
Children of Herakles this expected passivity -represented to a T by the immigrant actors, who say not
one syllable during the performance- is shown to be disturbing and unsettling: the audience feels that
these people should be alIowed to have a voice. One ofthe points surely being made here is that, today,
when it comes to dealing with immigrants and refugees, our tolerance of them is not enough (a weasel
word, tolerance, anyway, that smacks unpleasantly of condescension): that, on the contrary, immigrants
must be accepted ontheir own terms as well as ours, thatthey caunot be expected to simply knuclde
down and kowhow, that they have been through too much to end up merely as mute cap-doffers and
smiling street-sweepers. There is even a suggestion in the play (symbolised by the fact that it is precisely
a refugee, a daughter of Heraldes, who offers herself as a sacriflcial victim to save her host city, Athens)
that immigrants and refugees might -if given half a chance- make greater contributions to their host
culture than their hosts ever imagined'.

In short, when it comes down to it, what Sellars wishes us to understand is that in a globalised world we
are all essentialIy neighbours -refugees and native hosts together- and have a moral duty to treat each
other as such. Not for nothing does he like to quote the flrst line of The Children of Heracles: "For years i
have known that anyone who is just is bom to serve his neighbours". "That thought", Sellars has said, "is
colossal". Perhaps it would be nice if some of the authorities who, just a few days ago, ordered fully-
armed riot police into Barcelona Cathedral to hound out the immigrants who had sought asylum there,
went along to see the play.
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